
DARTON RANGER I
A  Te c h n i c a l   B u l l e t i n

The RANGER I was specifical-
ly designed to fit that special young-
ster and give them the right start in
archery. A peak weight of 30 lbs. is

adjustable all the way down to 12
lbs. so that even the smallest person
can comfortably shoot the Ranger I.
The power stroke is enhanced with
30% let-off to make the shooting
experience even more enjoyable and
easier to master. The bow has low 

let-off to make it safer at its light
draw weights.

The peak weight can be adjusted
with the use of the limb bolts (fig
#3). Whenever a limb bolt is backed
out (CCW) be sure to inspect the
number of threads remaining. A
minimum of one (1) exposed thread
is required for safe use (fig #3). Be
sure to adjust each limb in or out the
same amount to keep the limb bal-
anced. If you are not certain of the
correct limb balance tighten both
limbs down (CW) and then start
over by turning them out (CCW)
evenly until the desired peak weight
is obtained.  

Darton's Innovative technology
eliminates the need for specific
draw length adjustments by offering
a smooth useable draw length valley
of 17 - 25". 

An adjustable positive draw stop
(fig #1) is featured to insure the safe

use of short arrows. The draw stop
also provides a definite stop for
those archers that may want to
adjust the bow for their individual
use. .

Ranger I;
Draw Weight Range: 
15 - 30# peak

Draw Length Range: 
17"- 25"
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Refer to the Service Manual for other pertinent information that is important for safe and correct use of your bow.  For additional war-
ranty or tuning information visit our web site www.dartonarchery.com or call Darton Service at 989-728-9511.  To order parts,  draw
length modules or Darton Apparel call Darton Service at 989-728-4231.
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Draw Stop installed in #7 Position


